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ABSTRACT

Innovative use of ICT applications is rapidly becoming a cornerstone of modern government policy in every area of service, care and control. Looking beyond the individual applications and layers of digitisation, we find a hodgepodge of information flows running within and between the various public authorities, policy domains, and across the public/private boundary. This has consequences for the relation between government and citizens. Step by step, decision by decision, the everyday work of government is changing ‘the rules of the game’ and giving rise to ‘information Government’ (iGovernment), without this being based on any overall strategic agenda or awareness among political decision-makers. This article places this development in a new framework and suggests a perspective on a necessary paradigm shift.
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1. Introduction

Modern ICT offers government many promising opportunities to speed up work processes, increase the effectiveness and efficiency of policy, offer better and more customised services, and lighten the load of bureaucracy. Under the banner of the eGovernment, ICT has been introduced to make government streamlined, digital and service-minded while at the same time catering to the needs of the citizen and “client”. More recently, ICT is increasingly being used in policymaking in the care sector and in the interest of public safety and international security. Innovative use of new technologies is rapidly becoming a cornerstone of modern government policy in every area of service, care and control.

At the same time, the dynamic nature of ICT changes the “rules of the game” and thus influences the interaction between government and the citizen, between different government organisations, and between government and business. Information flows between various government organisations sometimes crosses the boundaries between the public and private sectors. Given the vast quantities of information stored and collected, governments increasingly base their dealings with citizens on categorisations and profiles, leaving those same citizens powerless and empty-handed in instances where the information turns out to be incorrect or incorrectly interpreted. Furthermore, government is often seemingly unwilling or unable to set limits to its own appetite for collecting data: it is much more likely to find reasons to gather more information than to curb its own curiosity. However, when it comes to new technology and, in particular, the information flows that new technology generates, government has a double responsibility. Government must find a way to navigate between the contrasting demands of using ICT innovatively in policy and policy implementation, and protecting citizens against the foreseen
and unforeseen effects of ICT, in particular those related to complex information flows.

This article places the rapid developments within government in the information age in a new framework, that challenges that of eGovernment, i.e. the main framework in which government now relates to ICT. We will argue that empirical developments in the realm of government and ICT reveal the limits of the eGovernment paradigm and then shift our focus to a different perspective, which we refer to here as iGovernment. This new perspective raises pointed and urgent questions that have so far not received the attention due to them. By zeroing in on the information Government, we focus on the information flows rather than the individual technologies and applications which are the building blocks of eGovernment and show that, far from being "engineered" by politicians and policymakers, iGovernment is in fact "emerging" in a very real and empirical sense. This raises questions about how iGovernment is to evolve further and about the relationship between the citizen and government within that context.

2. eGovernment

2.1. The rise of eGovernment

In the early days of eGovernment, in the early 1990s, governments regarded ICT primarily as a tool for streamlining their own (internal) organisation and processes, in particular with respect to policy implementation. Under the "eGovernment" banner, ICT quickly became all-pervasive and the emphasis gradually shifted from the internal organisation to the "outside", i.e. to policies aimed at increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of services delivered to citizens and businesses. eGovernment plans and strategic agendas typically presented a positive view of new technology and policymakers placed a high trust in the promise of digitisation. ICT was essentially regarded as a neutral tool that could be used to achieve certain policy aims faster, better and more efficiently without seriously influencing or changing the primary policy process. As a result there was generally little concern for the context in which ICT and eGovernment programmes were being introduced, or for the foreseeable and unforeseen effects that the use of new technologies often entails. Techno-"roll out" technology was "streamlined" and services were "updated". "Techno-trust" prevailed.

With the steady growth of government ICT over the years there were growing concerns regarding the interaction, coordination and coherence of the various systems that proliferated in the back office of government, specifically with respect to service provision. These concerns focused mainly on the technical aspects, such as interoperability and open standards, and much less on the implications of a fast growing network of data and information sources. Neither was there much discussion on the dependencies and vulnerabilities created by the interoperability of digital information and on the implications of coordinating, networking and exchange of data between organisations. When vulnerabilities at the level of information architecture and exchange were acknowledged, they were sometimes immediately countered with new forms of technological "neutralisation": technology itself was put forward to neutralise the risks associated with technology. "Privacy by design" and "privacy enhancing technologies" (PETs) became new buzzwords to deal with the side effects of digitisation, such as the loss of privacy.

Because politicians often lacked the resolve to see the implementation of such policies through, they have not turned out to be the solutions that they might have been. The focus on technology and applications also resulted in a case-by-case approach to the digitisation of government services by politicians and policymakers. Each new digital tool, database and application was debated and decided upon in isolation of the many other initiatives in neighbouring policy domains and government organisations. eGovernment was firmly built on the idea of improving government services — transforming citizens into consumers in the passing — and using the building blocks of a myriad of separate technological applications and innovations. The resulting information structures and networks, and the organisational and social consequences thereof, were much less of a concern to the policymakers that built it.

2.2. The limits of the eGovernment perspective

If we look beyond the individual applications and layers of digitisation introduced within the context of eGovernment, we find a hodgepodge of information flows running within and between various government authorities. It is extremely rare, however, for government policy to explicitly acknowledge and prioritise information and information management. Step by step, decision by decision, the everyday work of government is giving rise to a growing networked information infrastructure, which is not based on any overall strategic agenda of, or even awareness among, political decision-makers. The vast wealth of networked information that is developing under the banner of eGovernment has come into existence without a policy blueprint. As a result, its growth appears to have no "natural" limits. The fast pace of digitisation is driven by considerations of effectiveness and efficiency and, in the post 9/11 world, increasingly by considerations of security. Other considerations, such as freedom of choice and privacy, often come under pressure when debating and implementing new applications.
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Empirically, a number of developments in the digitisation and informatisation of the public sector have taken modern government beyond the notion of eGovernment. The state’s appetite for the collection and storage of personal information, the networking and pooling of personal information between various public – and sometimes also private – organisations, data mining and profiling of personal information with a view to pre-emptive policies and the growing mismatch between the horizontal flow of information in data networks on the one hand and the vertical organisation of responsibility and accountability that is characteristic of government on the other, all point towards the limits of the eGovernment paradigm. The opportunities that ICT offers, and the political opportunism and technostrophe, propel these developments and take the empirical, and we argue the political, reality far beyond what may be covered under the flag of eGovernment. The developments outlined below in the following sub-sections require a different perspective, that of the iGovernment, to analyse and understand them. We will set out this perspective in section three.

2.2.1. The ever growing bureaucratic appetite for digital data

Public authorities have always had a natural inclination to gather information in order to govern society on the basis of that information. Torpey observed that the state first ‘embraces’ society in the informational sense before ‘penetrating’ society in order to take effective action.10 To this end the state gathers as much information as possible, by means of a finely meshed administrative infrastructure, and then uses that information across the full breadth of government policy. The potential to ‘embrace society’ has increased dramatically in the digital era, and will indeed continue to do so in the foreseeable future. At the national level the number of databases and information networks have proliferated in most western societies, ranging from digital versions of ‘classic’ administrations (birth, marriage and death) to various new additions holding increasingly diverse and ‘soft’ personal information, such as indications for risk and vulnerability.

At the international and European level, there is also a noticeable trend to collect and exchange information, not in the least in the domain of ‘home security’. Many new databases have been introduced or are being developed at a European level that collect, store and cross reference personal and biometric data of travellers, migrants and citizens of member states.10 Data exchange is also a key development in the international fight against terrorism and other security related international, especially transatlantic, cooperation.13 EU member states and the US can make generous use of these databases, either directly or indirectly, thanks to a range of treaties and official rules, complemented by what is for most – including the European Parliament – an unknown number of vague bilateral and informal agreements.12 The European Data Protection Supervisor has warned repeatedly against the almost innate desire to expand and accumulate data, the tendency to merge policy issues and data sets – primarily security and migration policy – and the inclination to overestimate the reliability of new technologies, in particular biometrics.13 The European Parliament has also repeatedly criticised information gathering and data exchange efforts in the area of Justice and Home Affairs, but until the Lisbon Treaty entered into effect, it did not have the formal authority to exercise democratic supervision. The Council of Ministers usually “took note” of the EP’s objections without amending the proposals to which they pertained.

But it is not just governments that are collecting and producing data. Many new tools to produce, gather and disseminate information are invented outside the context of government, by both companies and private citizens. Social networking and social media, data on the behaviour of buyers and shoppers online and various sorts of personal information collected in the private sector generate a potential goldmine of digital trails and footprints.14 That information can also be used, within the relevant margins and statutory frameworks, to satisfy government’s information needs. At the same time, the mere fact that such information exists only serves to encourage those information needs. There are no natural limits to information gathering – that too is often considered on a case-by-case basis – nor are there clear guidelines on the extent to which the public and private sectors are allowed to overlap ‘informationally’. Citizens thus become more and more transparent, not in the least to their own governments.

Already in 2004, Richard Thomas, the UK’s Information Commissioner at the time, warned that we were ‘sleepwalking into a surveillance society’.15 On the other hand, government has so far shown little interest in interacting with citizens or even in sharing information with them, although more recent developments such as open government in the USA harbour the promise of more transparency.16 Although
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government espouses transparency and although transparency is also on many a citizen’s wish list, in practical terms the authorities seldom go much beyond good intentions. The potential is there, including in the tools made possible by ICT, but political will and resolve are lacking. As a result, transparency is often a one-way street; the citizen is transparent to government, but not the other way around.

2.2.2. Networking the government, virtualising the citizen

Governments increasingly let personal information on citizens flow through information supply chains and networks to support their policy processes. Storage and exchange of information between various public authorities is now faster and more efficient. In chain informatisation networks, information is passed from one organisation in the chain to the next; in proper networks, however, information is exchanged or managed collectively without it being passed along a fixed sequence of actors. Unlike supply chains, networks offer various alternative paths to information-sharing. Information can move in one direction, in different directions simultaneously, in reciprocal directions, and along multiple branches. Connections can also be strong or weak, single or multiple.

The dynamic, flexible and adaptive nature of a network makes it difficult to coordinate and control. It is therefore also very difficult at times to decide who is responsible for specific information about citizens that circulates in networks. Who has ‘ownership’ and is responsible for safeguarding the accuracy of that information? Sometimes a network is also a web in which citizens can become entangled or become the victim of identity fraud. In The Netherlands, even the Office of the National Ombudsman was unable to track down the complex chain of interactions that led to a well publicised and debated case of identity fraud — the Kowsolee case — so that the record could be set straight. The Office concluded: “Chain computerisation can perhaps solve certain administrative problems and quicken the pace of innovation in government, but there is little reason to rely too much on its effects.”

The organisation of government information in networks is also at odds with the way government itself is organised. Government is a collection of semi-autonomous hierarchically organised bureaucracies (departments, agencies etc.) that are in essence vertical. In contrast, the information in networks usually flows horizontally. This inherent tension between networks and hierarchy has consequences for ensuring that the system as a whole meets vital quality standards — specifically the process-based principles of accountability and transparency. It is highly problematic if governmental information networks become so dominant, that organisations are linked in terms of information flows but not in terms of institutional arrangements. Questions relating to accountability and transparency must be taken up at the level of networks, both legally and organisationally, in order to prevent accountability and transparency from falling through the cracks of the current organisational structure. Supervision and control are largely tailored to eGovernment and are organised, as a matter of either policy or law, to the partitions of the individual policy areas. A networked government is at odds with the way in which ministries, Parliamentary committees, regulatory bodies, and legal protection and complaints procedures are set up. It is vital, however, for citizens to know who is accountable; it is vital for government to know this too so that it can safeguard the quality of information and ensure the trust of citizens in the longer term.

2.2.3. Blurring the boundaries between the policy domains of ‘service’, ‘care’ and ‘control’

The sharp increase in data storage and computing capacity and the growing level of interoperability between different systems means that, in the infrastructural sense, the possibilities for networking information far exceed the classical eGovernment focus on government services. This infrastructural revolution facilitates a number of policy-related and organisational developments that have radically changed the nature of digital government. Technology is no longer deployed to merely improve and streamline government service provision but also to gather and link information in the policy domains of care and control. Information gathered and stored for the purpose of service provision may also flow into applications and networks created in light of government policies for care and control and vice versa. Increasingly, digitised personal information plays a vital role in policies for youth care and healthcare, and has become indispensable in immigration policy and security policy, both to fight crime for counter-terrorism purposes and in the more everyday enforcement of the law (control). With respect to security, information is passed not only between national public organisations but also between states and international organisations. Organisations with sometimes fundamentally different tasks sometimes share and pool information collected within their own field. The infrastructure of digitisation and interoperability makes it much easier to pool information that was originally collected and stored in what are essentially separate domains of service, care and control. In the digital age, the boundaries between these domains — which were never very sharply defined in the first place — are becoming increasingly blurred.

2.2.4. Blurring the boundaries between the public and private sphere

The importance of networks of actors and, in particular, information also crosses the divide between public and private information. The number of partnership and information arrangements between public and private actors is growing and gives rise to complex reciprocal information interdependencies. Private and public information flows also get blended together into these networks. The authorities are
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increasingly interested in the information gathered by private individuals and enterprises, and they make considerable use of such information, as is for example illustrated by the initiatives to provide passenger name records (PNR) and bank data (SWIFT) to the US.22 At the national level, public authorities such as the Tax Services, especially the Fraud division, and the police use various sources of private information in the execution of their duties. Also, government-issued unique identifiers – such as the Dutch Citizens Service Number – are increasingly used in the private sector, irrespective of the fact this number is legally designated to be used only in government–citizen interaction.23 Public–private ventures in the digital age, for example in public transportation or CCTV surveillance, also result in complicated systems of pooled and shared information in which it is sometimes difficult to keep the accessibility of the stored personal and location information in line with the necessity and authority to do so.24

2.2.5. Profiling citizens and pre-emptive policy

The growing number of information sources – and in particular the potential for interrelating and processing information – and the simply vast quantity of stored data means that governments increasingly (have to) make use of digital profiling techniques, and as a result group citizens into categories and profiles. Profiling plays a growing role in policy and policy implementation.25 Categorisation of citizens becomes a dominant theme as government applies data mining and other techniques to the information it has stored in order to generate and combine a variety of information sources.26 To some extent that is unavoidable: the amount of information stored simply exceeds human capacity, forcing government to turn to electronic processing and profiling. What this means in everyday practice, however, is that people are linked to a variety of profiles and ‘data doubles’.27 In other words, people are represented by images put together from various sources of information that sometimes take on a life of their own in the systems maintained by government (and/or business and industry).28 Such profiles consist of information that is first decontextualized – taken out of the context in which it was collected – and then recontextualized within the context of the new composite profile. This process is naturally not an exclusively technical affair (‘categories have politics’), nor is it without social implications. Being pinned down to such ‘images of the future’ hinders the autonomy (freedom of choice) of individuals in a way similar to the ‘images from the past’ that linger so long due to the ICT-revolution.29 After all, a profile amounts to a prognosis on the future identity of an individual, based on his or her digital footprints. Government also uses such processes to anticipate the future.30 For example, profiles and information processes play a growing role in ‘preventive policing’ or in the youth care sector, where information gathering and data linkages are regarded as indispensable for preventing the tragedy of child abuse.31

2.2.6. An unplanned result: beyond the eGovernment paradigm

The traditional focus, contextual frameworks and aims of eGovernment are being overtaken by day-to-day developments. The overlap between service, care and control, the circulation of personal data within networks, the merging of public and private information flows, and the tendency to use digital profiles to pursue a proactive, forward-looking policy: all these things result from a series of choices about individual applications, new systems, and decisions regarding the connections between them. Incremental change is the name of the game. Out of these ‘small’ decisions, a de facto network of information flows has evolved within the domain of government that far outstrips the policy and conceptual framework of eGovernment, even though it is constructed under that banner. Critics condemn government’s thirst for information and the rapid exchange of data between government services, drawing on images such as “Big Brother” and the “surveillance society”.32 Although change is indeed taking place at a considerable pace, such images are only marginally aplicable to a situation that has arisen, mainly because they suggest an intention that is in fact absent: there is no conspiracy or intrigue involved. There is no evil genius designing the ‘surveillance state’. And at the same time, that is almost exactly where the problem lies: this development is much too incremental and unaccounted for; it is too much the sum of decisions taken with respect to individual applications and policies without much thought being given to an overriding awareness of the larger whole. There is no language describing that awareness, and it certainly cannot be found in

23 Prins et al. 2011, iGovernment.
29 See V. Mayer-Schönberger 2009 Delete.
the discourse of eGovernment. Indeed, it is the eGovernment discourse that is depoliticising, instrumentalising and neutralising developments, even as the developments themselves require just the opposite. We therefore argue that a new perspective, the iGovernment, is needed to analyse and understand current developments in ICT and government and to provide a framework for future policies.

3. iGovernment

3.1. The iGovernment paradigm

In order properly assess the developments described above and provide guidelines for a new policy, we must begin to use the designation “iGovernment”. In the words of Mayer-Schönberger and Lazer, the term iGovernment (“information Government”) is a “conceptual lens that offers a complementary perspective to understand the changing nature of government and its relationship to the citizenry”.

It therefore refers not only to the empirical existence of another kind of government owing to the developments we have described, but also represents another way of looking at that government. In iGovernment, the emphasis is on information flows and only in the second place on the technology that makes these information flows possible. This starting point is of great consequence, because political and public debate is dominated by ICT projects, and thus always starts – and often ends – with the technology or even the specific technological application.

By emphasising information flows, the conceptual lens of iGovernment shows that the trends and developments are more closely interrelated in everyday reality than a discussion of individual techniques and applications would show. The conceptual lens of iGovernment also reveals that, despite a few very modest attempts, many governments are as yet unaware of the existence and implications of an all-encompassing network of information flows, and are thus unable to set out a course accordingly. Such awareness is overdue because there are two characteristics of the de facto evolution of iGovernment that, when combined, are undesirable, namely that it presents a paradox of political control and that it may not know any natural limits to its growth.

3.2. The political paradox of iGovernment

In the evolution of digital government, many political decisions have been made along the way, yet paradoxically the political dimension has been entirely lacking in another respect. The political paradox that presses increasingly for attention is as follows: the connected reality of iGovernment has not been legitimised by explicit political decision-making, but is the result of many political and policy-related choices pertaining to individual technical applications and connections between applications and/or systems. At the same time, however, these individual choices are not simply a series of coincidences, even though ICT solutions are often presented or ‘sold’ as inevitabilities: they are in fact deliberate political and policy-related choices with implications far wider than the instrumental solving of problems.

Although public debate on government ICT is not rare, it tends to be focused on the multifarious ways in which systems can run aground and fail to solve the problems for which they were created. But that does not in itself constitute the real political dimension – and urgency – of iGovernment. The normative picture of what is taking shape is rather opaque. iGovernment has its origins in the actors who recognise and seize the new opportunities that ICT offers to meet their responsibilities and achieve their aims, and who develop and use the relevant tools. In many cases, they offer up a whole list of reasons for using ICT to achieve a particular policy objective, with security and effectiveness/efficiency driving the policy process onwards. At the same time, the quality of these arguments that offer ICT its thrust is rarely put seriously to the test. The same sometimes applies to the opposite corner of the normative field. Values such as privacy and autonomy (freedom of choice), which serve as a counterweight to the driving interests, can also take on a Potemkin-like quality in the hands of their proponents. Consequently, balanced assessments of the broader implications of the introduction of a new ICT-application (and the new connections it entails) are hard to find. This paucity of judgment can be seen as a sign that the transparency and accountability of the political process with regard to public digital affairs is insufficient.

Most political and policy debates focus on, and result in, isolated decisions relating to separate applications, ICT programmes and policy objectives. Only rarely is any thought given to the information flows generated via these applications and how these flows and their contents take shape in the larger complex of government information processes. In many instances, the decision-making process is repeated at a later date for yet another application or new connection, or to give yet another organisation access to existing information networks, once again on an individual-case basis. In this context, function creep is a protracted but to some extent predictable process. The general public and government itself often appear to be entirely unaware of the scale on which information becomes networked and the impact thereof. Although there is often concern about separate information flows within a single policy area, about the information flow generated by a specific application, or about an individual connection, there is much less vigilance and concern about the connection of information flows further down the line, when they pass through various policy domains and are absorbed into more extensive information networks. It is precisely the absence of an overarching awareness or design of iGovernment that has allowed a complex, differentiated and sometimes contradictory accumulation of formal and informal policy development and implementation processes to arise, that differs from one measure and policy issue to the next.

3.3. iGovernment without limits

The accumulation of ad hoc decisions and the lack of awareness of the whole of the interconnected information networks are permitting iGovernment to evolve without boundaries or...
The absence of limits can especially be gauged in the growing overlap between the policy domains of service, care and control. The emphasis on effectiveness/efficiency and security makes it appealing to break down barriers between different information domains in order to increase security, expand the scope of control, or streamline services. It also makes it easier to defend such measures politically. The domains of care and control (social safety nets) are being “mixed” in the youth care sector; control and service are crossing paths in various Internet initiatives launched by the police; and the development of new ID-card initiatives is keying into new ambitions related to both service and control.\textsuperscript{37} Facilitated by unique ID codes (including the unique ID-numbers and biometrics), it has become possible to link a whole array of facts to a person and to share that data beyond the boundaries of what used to be isolated policy contexts and a restricted institutional setting. In everyday terms, a citizen who has filled in a form for, say, a building permission should no longer be surprised to find that information resurfacing in a tax assessment—i.e., resurfacing is even the right word for the often subterraneous way in which information is reused.

Influenced by these trends and developments, organisations are reassessing their own role and aims. Occasionally that means that they adjust their work processes and extend their scope of activity by developing new products and services in areas of policy where they had previously not been active. Viewed from the perspective of information flows and data use, the three policy domains of care, control and service are increasingly becoming an integrated component of public administration, even though they are in no way comparable or easy to integrate in terms of policy goals, administrative infrastructure, accountability mechanisms, legal rules and other frameworks. As a result, tension arises regarding duties, powers and responsibilities, in particular because former “outsiders” (including private-sector parties) become part of the network.

4. The risks involved

iGovernment “without limits” poses certain risks and problems, not only directly, but also because opportunities to harness the potential of iGovernment are ignored or not exploited to the full. As iGovernment continues to evolve, a number of these risks must be addressed.

4.1. Distorted images

The first risk is that the solid basis government believes information technology will give it in a particular policy domain may turn out to be quite the opposite within the overall context of networked information systems. In the system-by-system approach described above, new applications are assessed individually and in isolated policy contexts, rather than in relation to the existing technologies and applications and the information networks in which they will be functioning. As a result, there is no clear picture of, or critical reflection on, the wider implications of any specific initiative. Ultimately, the image that government has of its own information-reality becomes distorted in this way. It fails to sufficiently identify, acknowledge and review the underlying and broader interests or the problems and risks that are bound to arise when separate initiatives are combined. Being blind to the implications of


combining information flows may lead to unpleasant surprises. Identity fraud is one example. Here we have only just begun to take stock of the underlying problems. Combining, processing and decontextualizing information are all processes that affect the quality and reliability of that information. Although the aim is to increase control, poor information quality can cloud government’s view, cause its institutions and agencies to mistrust one another, leading instead to deterioration in control. There is a growing list of unfortunate cases: mistaken identity, incorrect and obsolete records that have material consequences, citizens who get bogged down in digital government networks. The risk is that politicians and policymakers will lose the ability to orchestrate matters; they will then have to do what they can to prevent the negative impact of an ad hoc iGovernment from outweighing the benefits of ICT.

4.2. Informational prowess without corresponding institutional adjustments

The second risk is related to the observation that the present discourse concentrates on technological systems instead of organisational processes. The focus, in other words, is on the product, and not on the process. The debate focuses on the technical possibilities, whereas the, often plural, organisational and institutional contexts in which the technology is meant to function is insufficiently considered or fade into the background. And yet it is precisely this context that is of vital importance for ensuring that the system, once it is operational, actually meets the public’s quality standards. The smooth integration (in terms of work processes, authorizations etc.) of new policy-oriented ICT systems in the setup of the organisations involved is perhaps as important as the strictly technical performance of the system in question, yet it receives much less consideration. The organisations themselves thus have an interest in attending to the ‘soft’ side of technological systems. But the larger issue is the position of the citizen. The development of iGovernment has involved a dramatic increase in the informational prowess of government, without offering citizens any tools to serve as a counterweight to this. For citizens caught in the sticky threads of the government’s information systems, there is no institutional redress that is networked in a way similar to the information itself. Rather, the safeguards – e.g. statutory rules of access and correction of data – remain rectilinear and therefore increasingly inadequate. It will be highly problematic if the thrust of iGovernment becomes so dominant that organisations are fully connected in terms of information flows but not in terms of institutional arrangements. Questions of accountability and transparency must be taken up on the scale of the overarching iGovernment, in order to prevent these values from falling through the cracks. This involves a major (and ambitious) reworking of the legal and organisational structures meant to protect citizens against unwarranted or incorrect information use.

4.3. Tenuous public trust

The third risk is that a lack of boundaries will eventually undermine the citizen’s confidence in government as a reliable custodian and user of information. If there is no serious consideration of the features and requirements, and also of the new risks, of iGovernment, then government becomes vulnerable in its belief that technology works perfectly. This vulnerability is only heightened by the fact that digital systems have become a vital infrastructure. Without such reflection, matters such as transparency, accountability and good commissioning practices are at risk, whereas it is precisely these qualities that promote trust in digital government. Government must be able to ensure that information flows within its own systems – and to a certain extent outside those systems – do not become so unmanageable that they end up harming citizens: or, for that matter, harming the digital reputation of government itself.

Although it is too soon to draw clear-cut conclusions, the public’s trust in government is already showing some cracks. There are various examples: the campaigns of grassroots movements; and the court cases initiated by individuals, organisations and even the European Parliament (e.g. in the case of Passenger Name Records). Headline cases such as the T-Mobile affair in Germany and the major breaches of data security in the UK can severely test the public’s confidence in government. Trust-related risks are not only a factor in the relationship between government and the citizen, but also within government itself, in particular in the relationship between policymaking and policy implementation. Both the ministries (policymakers) and the agencies and other government bodies at operational level (policy implementation) have expressed a strong need for clear guidance, not in the least to make practical management of information systems and networks possible. This increasing gap between policymaking and policy implementation can be attributed to the lack of iGovernment self-awareness among policymakers and politicians. In the

prevailing instrumental perception of ICT projects, there is no
room for addressing the organisational difficulties that are
nevertheless in full view in the daily operations of public
authorities at all levels. It is crucial to address that gap, not only
in order to guarantee government’s (and therefore iGov-
ernment’s) ability to act decisively, but also to retain the trust of
the various parties within government itself.

5. Adjusting to the reality of iGovernment

5.1 Self-aware iGovernment

From the analysis above follows our main conclusion: the use
of ICT and, in particular, of information/information flows is
bringing about major changes in both policymaking/policy
implementation and social reality, which means that, in
effect, a different government is now evolving. That new
government is what this article calls “Government”. It is the
nature of the new iGovernment to focus on information flows
and related processes. Technology is not the leading factor
here; rather, it is a facilitator. iGovernment is being created
through the incremental accumulation of de facto initiatives
that are insufficiently acknowledged as being part of a larger
whole or questioned by the relevant actors. This lack of
“awareness” means that the features of iGovernment are
scarcely taken into account in policymaking, and that politi-
cians and policymakers do not sufficiently realise precisely
what is taking shape, let alone how they can guide that
evolution in the right direction. What they require is
a different perspective. The evidence indicates that, if left
to its own devices, iGovernment will continue “naturally” in
the same way that is has evolved so far: it will develop organically
through the continuous amassing of applications and in-
formation flows. A shift in focus is needed to correct the failing
awareness of this process and its consequences.

5.2 Administrative principles for iGovernment

Several matters are of vital importance in making the political
transformation from eGovernment to iGovernment. First it
requires that government becomes much more aware of various
features of information than is now the case. We are referring
here to processes of information handling and use, specifically
because such processes have a huge impact on the nature and
reliability of the information that feeds iGovernment. We can
therefore tag three interrelated processes with ‘warning flags’:
when information is either part of or the result of these
processes, government must pay strict attention to the quality of
the information and consider who bears responsibility for it. The
three processes that must be flagged in this way are:

- The networking of information, i.e. the shared use and
management of information within a network of actors.
- The compiling and enhancing of information, i.e. creating new
information and profiles based on different sources in
different contexts.
- Pursuing preventive and proactive policy based on informa-
tion, i.e. actively evaluating and intervening in society based
on an information-driven risk calculation.

These three information processes are the core of iGo-
vernment and enable it to fine-tune and customise policy,
obtain a comprehensive picture of the public and of the policy
issues, and take proactive action where needed. At the same
time, they are processes that themselves have an impact on
information: they influence its nature, reliability, recognis-
bility, contextuality and traceability. It is important to real-
ise, much more so than is now the case, that it is precisely
these three processes that are having a big impact on (a) the
quality of information content and (b) the demands made on
the organisational context of information flows. The quality
and vulnerability of information and information processes
therefore require constant, proactive vigilance throughout all
branches of national government.

Government must also have a much larger measure of
openness and transparency, so that citizens can be helped to
understand what information is being collected on them and
assist them in correcting it where necessary. At the moment,
citizens are almost powerless to correct errors in personal
information within the vast iGovernment information
networks – errors that sometimes have huge repercussions.
Moreover, iGovernment’s digital “memory” demands partic-
ular attention. Both the importance of “forgetting” — people
should not be judged eternally on the information that
government has stored about them — and of ‘remembering’, i.e.
government’s legal obligation of archiving, require a radical
cultural transformation and a firmly grounded strategy that is
as yet lacking. Interestingly, the European Commission
proposes to introduce the right to forget as part of its proposal
for a revision of Data Protection Directive 95/46.42

Second, the scrupulous development of iGovernment also
means being prepared to set limits to it. When iGovernment is
not self-aware, its natural tendency will be to continue
expanding. Although it is beyond the bounds of this article to
define the limits that may be necessary — in essence, that is
a political matter — it can be indicated where those limits
might approximately be found. In the first place, limits flow
from a more realistic balancing of the fundamental interests
at stake. As noted above, the normative picture that arises
form current political and policy-debates is exceedingly
vague. Other inducements to limit-setting may lie in an
assessment of the consequences of the intertwining of
policy domains (service, care and control), and of the diffuse
boundaries between public and private information flows.
What is also of great importance is the fact that the Internet
has created an entirely different information environment,
one from which iGovernment cannot withdraw and within
which it is obliged to function. The relationship to this “world
outside” also makes it very important to set well-reasoned
limits, as was made very clear by the WikiLeaks affair.

Thirdly, prudent efforts to build iGovernment require
changes at an institutional level. A government that has taken

provides the data subject’s right to be forgotten and to erasure.
See also: Paragraph 3.4 (p. 10) of the Proposal’s Explanatory
Memorandum. For a discussion of the proposal, see: Christopher
Kuner, “The European Commission’s Proposed Data Protection
Regulation: A Copernican Revolution in European Data Protection
on another guise in the digital world must also make the necessary organisational changes. When government is linked up in terms of its information flows, the accountability structure must fit in with this new reality and operate with the necessary efficiency. “iGovernment self-awareness” is not just a status to enjoy, but rather an ongoing challenge that must ultimately be ingrained in every tier of government. The key mission here is that government improves its accountability vis-à-vis individuals who become entangled in information networks. Also, it must increase the transparency of iGovernment vis-à-vis citizens. The puzzle must be solved of how to organise the protection of citizens in a fashion that is as networked as everything else. Governments in all modern countries face a crucial challenge: they must be willing and able to move the focus of debate from technology and individual applications to a new level, i.e. to interrelated information processes and linked information.
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